
Region Europe 
Country France 
City Paris 
Offer Long Term Internship -6 months 
Department Global Markets Business Lines 
Role Trading 
 
Main duties /responsibilities : 
BNP Paribas Corporate Institutional Banking ®CIB© is a leading European 
investment bank with global leadership in many of our businesses. We are part of the 
BNP Paribas Group, a financial institution with solid foundations and a proven ability 
to adapt to change. If you are thinking about a career in investment banking, there is 
no better place to begin your journey than with BNP Paribas CIB. With nearly 20,000 
employees in over 50 countries, we can offer you an exciting start to your career. 
Global Markets is BNP Paribas’ capital markets business, delivering investment 
solutions across a wide range of asset classes and industry leading 
services. 
As world leader in derivatives, BNP Paribas Global Markets offers clients tailored 
products, stateoftheart 
trading, processing systems, research and strategic advising 
from its teams of experts, while also maintaining a sustainable economic model. 
The CSU Trading team is looking for a 6 months intern starting from flexible 
in 2020. 
 
Complex Structures and Underlyings ®CSU© perimeter consists of : 
The Systematic Strategies desk: Quantitative strategies & Custom indices 
business on equities, FX and rate underlying (vanilla strategies, vol control, 
thematic equities indices, rolling futures…). 
Hybrids desk: Structured products on Cross Assets including underlying on 
Equities, FX, IR, Bonds, Credit or Commodities. 
Funds Derivatives desk : Structured products on UCITS funds. 
In his role within CSU team¨ the candidate will: 
Help on the various books management process including: the begin of day, 
Risks analysis, P&L explanation, end of day, … 
Check the financial terms of the clients transaction and validate payoffs and 
flows. 
Help and support QIS structuring teams to design and backtest new 
systematic strategies to complete our offer. 
Define the pricing and the model parameters for each strategy¨ in accordance 
with the appropriate and optimal hedging method. 
Implement the trading and risk management setup for the new strategies¨ in 
collaboration with Research and IT teams. 
Your profile: 
Bac +4/5 student from an Engineering school or University 
Strong interest and knowledge of financial markets 
High motivation and interest by the exotic trading environment 
Have financial quantitative and IT knowledge especially in Python. 
Ability to work under pressure. 
Fluency in French and English, any other language is a plus 
Rigorous, dynamic and motivated candidate with good interpersonal skills 
Good knowledge of Excel, VBA/programming is a plus 
	
	
Contact	:	
Please send your CV to: ghaith.benachour@bnpparibas.com 


